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Abstract: We have proposed an information embedding method of a new class of digital watermark based on error
correcting codes and cryptographic techniques. This method can detect the forgery of the digital image data. In this
paper, we propose a new technique which can realize an embedding of the information, detecting the falsification and
decoding of the original image for digital watermark based on error correcting code and cryptographic techniques.
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1. Introduction

The various studies have been made of the digital
watermark systems [1, 2, 3]. It is very important to
carefully consider the relationship between the qual-
ity and the security of the reproduced image when ap-
plying digital watermark to image processing system.
Present authors have already proposed an information
embedding system on the basis of phase modulated
sampling lattice [4]. This technique has the advantage
that the decrypting or the falsifying of the embedded
information by the third party becomes difficult due
to the fact that the original image is kept and made se-
cret. However, this method has a disadvantage that the
application range is limited, because the original im-
age, the reference signal kept secret, is required when
decoding. Furthermore it is required to sort out the
original image from the database when performing the
decoding process. Evidently, these cumbersome oper-
ations would not desirable from the standpoint of the
practical applications.
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In this paper we shall propose a new class of dig-
ital watermark system with detection and restoration
functions. This system is based on double step coding
and phase modulation where no original image is re-
quired in the decoding process. We show that the pro-
posed scheme is able to restore an original image even
when the falsification occurs [5 - 10]. We shall also
propose and discuss on the double encoding method.

2. Embedding method

2.1 Algorithm

The concept of the proposed system is shown in
Fig.1. In Fig.1, the followings are defined.

RS inside encoding:
First RS (Reed-Solomon) encoding in Fig.1.

Inside information symbol:
Information symbol of RS inside encoding.

Inside check symbol:
Check symbol of RS inside encoding.
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Figure 1. Principles of proposed method.

RS outside encoding:
Second RS encoding in Fig.1.

Outside information symbol:
Information symbol of RS outside encoding.

Outside check symbol:
Check symbol of RS outside encoding.

Let us define two classes of coding
Single Step Coding (Single encoding):

The embedding method of the additional informa-
tion where RS encoding is applied only once.

Double Step Coding (Double encoding):
The embedding method of the additional informa-

tion based on both RS outside encoding and RS inside
encoding.

Embedding of additional information.

Step 1. The image information (original image) is quan-
tized to 6 bits. The image information with the
size of H × V pixel is constituted. In addition,
this image information is divided into the block
of size M × N pixel. In the followings, we as-
sume that M = N = 15.

Step 2. The information symbol which consist of the
225 symbols over GF (28) is encoded using RS
inside encoder over GF (28) (See Fig.1).

Step 3. Inside check symbol of the RS inside code over
GF (28) is encrypted, yielding RSA cryptogram.

Step 4. Inside check symbol encrypted to RSA cryp-
togram is located in Location 2 as outside in-
formation symbol (See Fig.2).

Step 5. Outside information symbol obtained in Step4
is encoded using RS outside encoder over GF (28),
yielding outside check symbol. It is located in
Location 1 (See Fig.2).

Step 6. The additional information is embedded on the
randomly chosen pixel based on the phase mod-
ulation.
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2.2 Two-dimensional phase modulation of sam-
pling lattice.

Let the pixel value of the image be represented by
f(x, y), where x and y show the horizontal and the
vertical direction coordinates, respectively . Using a
square sampling lattice of the period T , f(x, y) is
sampled, yielding the following digital image data:

{fm,n} = {f(mT,nT )}. (1)

The f(x, y) is then represented by

f(x, y) =
∞∑

m=−∞

∞∑

n=−∞

fm,n · h(x − mT, y − nT ),

(2)
where

h(u, v) = sinc(πu/T ) · sinc(πv/T ) (3)

and
sinc(·) denotes the sampling function.

Letting the sampling lattice be denoted by the co-
ordinates (mT,nT ), let us denote the small displace-
ment by (ε(m,n)T, δ(m,n)T ). We assume that the
sampling lattice with small displacement belongs to
L∗, as shown below:

(mT,nT ) ∈ L. (4)

(mT + ε(m,n)T, nT + δ(m,n)T ) ∈ L∗. (5)

Re-sampling the original image f(x,y) with L∗, the
following equation is obtained:

gm,n =
∞∑

i=−∞

∞∑

j=−∞

fm−i,n−j ·

h((i + ε(m,n)) · T, (j + δ(m,n)) · T ). (6)

b1

Binary Symbol constituting
 outside check symbols
Binary symbol constituting
 outside information symbols

b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8

Image information

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Location

Figure 2. Structure of GF (28).

2.3 Embedding method based on phase modula-
tion

Let the coordinate of the pixel where the additional
information is embedded, by (m,n). Let the embed-
ded additional information take on the value w(w ∈
{0, · · · , 3}). The small displacement can be repre-
sented by

(ε(m,n), δ(m,n)) = (a · Re[ejθ], a · Im[ejθ]), (7)

where θ is given by

θ = w ∗ π/2 (8)

and a(0 < a < 0.5) is the amount of a phase shift.
We thus see that it is possible to embed the addi-

tional information of 2 bits per 1 block.

2.4 Number of pixels which can be utilized for
phase modulation

The number of outside binary check symbols of
the outside RS code is given by 225×5÷2 bits, yield-
ing 70 symbols over GF (28). The minimum distance
of the code is given by d=71, yielding the error cor-
rection capability of 35 symbols errors.

Let us define the following symbols.
Nb : maximum number of falsified blocks that can

be decoded.
c : number of pixels that embed the additional infor-

mation, per block.
For the single step coding, the following equation

holds:

2 × Nb + c ≤ 14. (9)

For the double step coding, the following equation
holds:

2 × Nb ≤ 14. (10)

Nb + c ≤ 14. (11)

The results obtained from Eq. (10) and (11) are
shown in Table1.

3. Falsification detection and decoding of ad-
ditional information

3.1 Decoding algorithm

The decoding algorithm is given as follows:

Step 1. 8 bits image data with the size of H × V pixel
is divided into the blocks of size M × N pixel.
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Step 2. The symbols in Locations 1 and 2 are decoded
using RS outside decoder.

Step 3. The outside information symbol is decoded with
the RSA decoder, and the decoded symbol is re-
garded as the inside check symbol.

Step 4. The image information along with inside check
symbol obtained in Step3 is decoded using RS
inside decoder.

Step 5. The embedded position is determined accord-
ing to the same random number used at the en-
coder.

Whether or not the error symbol position agrees
with the position of additional information is
checked.

Step 6. The additional information embedded by phase
modulation in the image is decoded.

Table 1. Possible number of additional information that can
be embedded

Nb 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

c for Single
Step Coding 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0
c for Double
Step Coding 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7

4. Various considerations

4.1 Computation amount

Let us define the following symbols:
Ac : computation amount.
Cu : processing time which is defined as 1 time of

decryption + 2 times of error correction.
u : total number of the RSA coded blocks.
bv : v-th image block.
noc : number of outside check symbol.
nic : number of inside check symbol.
q : bnoc/nicc, integer part of noc/nic.

It is assumed that the falsification is made on block
bv.

Although the details of doing so are omitted, the
computation amount, Ac, is given as follows:

(i) single step encoding:

Ac = (1 + 2q)/2 × u + (2q − 1) × v − 2q + 1. (12)

(ii) double step encoding:

Ac = u. (13)

For the block size of 15 × 15 pixels, the total num-
ber of pixels that constitute 15 × 15 blocks takes on
the value of 225×225 pixels. In this case q is given by
q = 5. When a falsification is committed on the cen-
tral block (the 113th block), the average computation
amount Ac, is given as follows:

(i) single step encoding:

Ac ≈ 4.21 × 103. (14)

(ii) double step encoding:

Ac = u = 45(= (225 × 225)/(15 × 15)/5). (15)

We see that the significant improvement by a factor
1/90 has been achieved on the computation amount. It
should be noted that the average value can be given as
a central block.

4.2 Picture quality

When the additional information is regarded as
noise, the mean square error, x̄2 is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

x̄2 =
2ν

−1∑

k=0

k2

2ν
, (16)

where ν is the size (in bits) assigned to the additional
information.

The signal-to-noise ratio of ηA is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

ηA = 20 log


(2(m+ν) − 1)/

√√√√ 1

2ν

2ν
−1∑

k=0

k2


 , (17)

where m is the size of the binary symbols.
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where m = 6, ν = 2 are substituted for Eq.(17), the
signal-to-noise ratio of ηA ≈ 42.7 dB is obtained.

The simulation has been carried out for the standard
images “Barbara”, “Zelda”, “Toy” and “Boat”. The
SN ratio observed is given by approximately 42.7dB
for all images. This value is almost same as the theo-
retical value. We thus see that the additional informa-
tion can be considered random noise. In the subjective
evaluation, the noise is proved not visually conspicu-
ous.

5. Falsification restoration by outside coding

In this section we shall discuss on two decoding
schemes, a simple conventional decoding scheme[9]
and a new decoding scheme. We shall refer to the for-
mer as D-decoding and the latter, D̃-decoding. These
are be defined by follows.

D-decoding : decoding scheme with error correc-
tion only.

D̃-decoding : decoding scheme with both error cor-
rection and erasure error correction.

Outside information symbols Outside check symbols

i

j

j k j

k

i j k

j

i j k i j k i j k

Error Correction

Error Correction

Result

Error Detection

225 225 225 225

Symbols i, j, k show the location of error

i j k

Figure 3. Principles of D̃-decoding.

For an easy understanding, we shall explain D̃-deco-
ding by an example given in Fig.3. Although the de-
tails of doing so are omitted all the pixels constituting
each block are interleaved in order to disperse the ef-
fect of a falsification, in our proposed scheme. As the
result, as shown Fig.3, a falsification committed on a
block disperse to the same location, for example, at
Locations i, j and k with the probability 1/2.

Thus almost half of the codewords are successfully
decoded and the remaining half of the codewords are

only detected errors. However fortunately, as shown
in Fig.3, the locations of error can be successfully
found and these errors can be regarded as erasure er-
rors. Thus the codewords with the detected errors can
be corrected based on erasure error correction.

In Table 2 we show the performances of two de-
coding schemes. We see that D̃-decoding yields a re-
markable performance compared with D-decoding.

Table 2. Performance of D-decoding and D̃-decoding

Total number Fraction of Fraction of
of sucessful sucessful

falsified restoration restoration
blocks for D-decoding for D̃-decoding

7 1.000 1.000
8 1.000 1.000
9 0.994 1.000

10 0.955 1.000
11 0.699 1.000
12 0.308 1.000
13 0.075 1.000
14 0.018 1.000

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the new class
of digital watermark. This method is based on error
correcting code (RS code), cryptographic technique
(RSA crypto system) and two-dimensional phase mod-
ulation. The proposed method has the following ad-
vantages .

1. It can detect the falsification of the image. In
addition, under the specific condition, the falsi-
fication can be restored.

2. It hardly deteriorates the image quality. It ne-
cessitates no original image when performing
the decoding process.

3. It presents the double step coding method which
is superior to the single step coding method pre-
viously proposed by the present authors.

4. Computation amount of the proposed method
takes on sufficiently small value regardless of
the size of the falsification.

5. It presents D̃-decoding that yields the large er-
ror correction capability compared with D-deco-
ding.
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